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Super X
-Fi Products

...as good as the real thing!

Imagine capturing the listening experience of a 

high-end multi-speaker system in a professional 

studio, and recreating the same expansive 

experience - with the same, original depth, 

detail, realism, and immersiveness – in your 

headphones. 

By mapping the listener’s head and ear shape, 

and transforming audio based on those 

parameters via Super X-Fi technology, audio 

is experienced as though it is coming from 

outside the headphones - and the headphones 

seemingly disappear. 

Think of the magic of holography, but for audio 

and headphones. Super X-Fi Headphone 

Holography is real and is now.

This is the  of 

headphone audio.

Normal Headphones: 

Audio made for external speakers but unnaturally 

pumped directly into your ears.

With Super X-Fi: Audio is magically 

moved out of your head, as if the 

headphones disappear. Everything 

sounds natural again, like the real 

world.

holy grail

Super X-Fi is computational audio; it uses complex algorithms and 

computationally intensive techniques to custom fit audio, for every 

individual, through a sophisticated Head and Ear-Mapping process. 

Hundreds of anthropometric parameters are extracted from the 

features of the head in high precision using real-time image detection 

and analysis. An artificial intelligence (AI) engine then uses these 

parameters along with the dynamics of the targeted headphones, and 

synthesizes them with a multi-dimensional map of the desired room 

acoustics. 

Using this synthesized map, Super X-Fi recreates the natural expansive 

audio soundstage, for headphones, to give a magical listening 

experience custom-made to each individual’s unique physique. 

For the end user, all this power is made simple and easy to use - via an 

app on the phone. It’s as easy as taking pictures of your ears and head, 

then selecting the headphone type. 

The end result is your personalized Super X-Fi profile... making your 

headphones audio AS good AS THE rEAl THIng!
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The first incarnation of this is a custom UltraDSP chip specially 

developed for Super X-Fi.

This SXFI® chip is specially designed for Super X-Fi processing, and packs 

5x the computing power of Creative’s most powerful Sound Blaster chip - 

while consuming less than half the power.

This SoC is highly integrated chip, includes a large cache of fast memory, 

to decode and process in 32-bit of up to 8 channels of high-resolution 

24-bit 96KHz audio simultaneously. It even has audiophile quality dACs 

built-in.

The SXFI chip can reside in headphones, headphone amps, and any 

suitable hardware devices such as dongles, set-top boxes, and TVs.

Super X-Fi can also exist as a software technology in an app, a streaming 

platform, and even more excitingly in an oS. 

We aim to work with all audio brands and manufacturers to bring Super 

X-Fi to the whole world.

SUPer x-fi ultradsp processor

This badge means 
the product 

comes with Super 
X-Fi hardware 

processing bulit-in



Super X
-Fi Products

The SXFI AMP delivers the best of two worlds in advanced personalized 

headphone audio.

It incorporates the all-new ‘mind-blowing’ and award-winning Super X-Fi 

technology which is miniaturized into a dongle no larger than a finger. The 

SXFI AMP is also a premium high-performance headphone amplifier that is 

capable of driving even studio-grade headphones.

The SXFI AMP connects to your devices via USB Type-C. You can also add-

on appropriate converters to connect other port types.

With a USB connection to your PC or Mac, the SXFI AMP can support an 

advanced feature that lets you enjoy 5.1 and 7.1 cinematic audio content from 

movies and games, with the magic of a holographic Super X-Fi sound stage 

that sounds as good as the real thing!

The on-board SXFI chip processes digital audio in accordance with your 

Super X-Fi profile, and the output goes to your headphones via a 3.5mm jack 

at the other end.

The SXFI AMP’s powerful amplifier can drive any  headphone, all the way to 

studio grade headphones with up to 600 ohm impedance.

The SXFI AMP also uses a separate 128dB high-end high-precision AKM 32-

bit dAC. This provides maximum audio fidelity and pristine quality yielding  

up to 120dB Snr, and 0.0003% THd – easily beating some of the most 

expensive headphone amps on the market today.

Use the SXFI AMP with headphones that have been Super X-Fi certified for 

the best possible experience. 

The SXFI AMP sports an attractive unibody aluminum chassis that makes it 

slim yet amazingly strong.

Super X-Fi Headphone Amp

sxfi 

amp
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xfi Chassis:

Dimensions:

Weight:

Connector:

Fine Textured Black Anodized Aluminum Unibody

9.7 x 17.5 x 67 mm (0.38 x 0.69 x 2.6 in)

15g (0.5oz)

USB Type-C, 3.5mm jack

PHYSICAL

CoNNeCTINg 

YoUr SXFI AMP

SPeCIFICATIoNS

DAC:

Format: 

SNr:

THD+N:

IMD:

Crosstalk:

AKM AK4377 (32-bit, 128dB)

2.0/5.1/7.1 channels, 24bit/96KHz

Up to 120dB

Up to -110dB (0.0003%)

<0.0022%

<-75dB

For Desktop:  

For Mobile:

Windows 10 Creator’s Update (version 1703)

MacoS 10.13 High Sierra

linux 

Android 7.0 & Above

gain:

Max Power: 

3X amplification

(16ohm) 425mW

(32ohm) 370mW

(300ohm) 51mW

(600ohm) 26mw

AUDIo

MINIMUM SYSTeM reQUIreMeNTS

AUDIoPHILe-grADe oP-AMP

USB Type-C



Super X
-Fi Products

SXFI AIr heralds a whole new generation of advanced 

headphones that incorporate Super X-Fi technology right 

into the heart of a wireless headphone with the built-in 

Super X-Fi UltradSP processor.

With a USB connection to your PC or Mac, the SXFI AIr 

can support an advanced feature that lets you enjoy 5.1 

and 7.1 cinematic audio content from movies and games, 

with the magic of a holographic Super X-Fi sound stage 

that sounds as good as the real thing!

The comfortable, high-performance, over-ear headphones 

with large 50mm drivers have been precision tuned for 

the best possible experience with Super X-Fi.

Super X-Fi Built-In For Breathtaking Personalized Audio Holography

The headphone comes with a built-in Super X-Fi UltradSP processor, which means that all 

you need is a Bluetooth  connection to your smart device to enjoy the magic of Super X-Fi 

with any of your content sources.

Touch-Control ear-Cups for Navigation and Control

Adjust your volume levels by simply sliding a finger vertically 

on the SXFI AIr’s left ear-cup. Tap the ear-cup to Pause/Play, 

or slide left and right on the ear-cup to switch track. You’re 

in control.

SXFI AIr Feature Highlights:

Super X-Fi Bluetooth Headphones

sxfi 

aIR
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Built-in MicroSD Card Music Player for Lossless Music

Supports popular formats such as MP3, WMA, WAV and FlAC 

audio files to play music with a microSd card*, directly from your 

headphone to enjoy your music in magical Super X-Fi! Use FlAC 

and WAV formats for lossless, ultra high-quality, and an even more 

awesome Super X-Fi audio experience.

removable ear-Pads

Comfortable, breathable mesh-fabric ear-

pads designed for long listening sessions, 

and are easily changeable so you can 

replace them, or remove them for cleaning.

Super X-Fi Your Phone Calls

Experience the mind-bending holographic 

reality of the caller being in the same room 

as you. Together with SXFI AIr’s highly 

sensitive nanoBoom mic, your friends will 

hear you loud and clear.

Customizable ear-Cup rgB Light ring with 16 Million 

Color options

The rgB light ring on each SXFI AIr ear-cup is customizable with 

16 million color options. Use the accompanying SXFI AIr Control 

App to select your color of choice.

*microSD card not included

The highly affordable SXFI AIr C delivers the magic of  

Super X-Fi via USB connectivity. The advanced 

headphone with Super X-Fi built-in takes 5.1 and 7.1 

cinematic audio content from your movies, games 

and music to whole new levels of immersion and 

realism on your PC. With Super X-Fi you’ll feel as if 

you were listening to audio from a set of speakers 

outside of your headphones!

Also Available:

sxfi air C

Super X-Fi USB Headset

SPeCIFICATIoNS

Drivers:

Frequency response:

Impedance:

Weight:

Connector:

Phone Line-in Mixing: 

 

Bluetooth Version:

Colors:

Controls:

 

 

ear Pads:

rgB ear-Cup rings: 

Phone Calls: 

 

MicroSD Card  

MP3 Player:

Battery Life:

338 g (11.9 oz)

Bluetooth / USB-C / line-in

Supports nintendo  

Switch Chat

4.2

Black, White

Touch-sensitive control 

earcups, Power, Source, 

Super X-Fi

SXFI AIr SXFI AIr C

318 g (11.21 oz)

Micro-USB / line-in

nA

 

nA

Black

Mic Mute, Super X-Fi, 

Volume, rgB lighting  

on/off

50mm, neodymium Magnet

20Hz ~ 20kHz

32 ohms

Quick-release, Mesh Fabric

Choose from 16 million colors

Up to 8 hours

detachable high-sensitivity 

nanoBoom microphone

Supports MP3, WMA, WAV, 

and FlAC formats

detachable high-sensitivity 

ClearComms microphone 

no MicroSd



Professional external sound card with Powerful 

high-resolution gaming dac & discrete headPhone amP

Dive into a world of digital realism and experience ultimate audio fidelity with 

the Sound BlasterX G6. Find yourself gunning through a World War II battle 

or gallop onwards on an open field away from enemies with its immersive 

virtual 7.1 surround sound feature. 

From professional gaming, catching the latest blockbusters to music jam 

sessions, be in control of audio enhancement designed uniquely for  

your ears only.

designed to indulge a 

gamer’s inner-audioPhile 

Enjoy crystal clear voice during playback & 

communication with PS4’s dedicated external gaming 

sound card. Further immerse in audio realism with 

Scout Mode – a function which enables users to listen 

to their opponents from a distance, providing distinct 

tactical advantages during combat.



designed for gaming 

Built-in sidetone volume control for crystal 

clear audio clarity and convenience during 

playback & communication.

dolBY + 7.1 Virtual surround sound 

Impressive surround sound and accurate positioning. 

Full audio customization with Creative’s Sound Blaster 

Connect software designed to enhance audio realism 

with immersive surround sound, precision cues, 

boosted bass and clearer vocals. 

suPPorts scout mode 

Quickly and accurately pinpoint your opponents 

location before they pinpoint yours!

discrete headPhone amP 

Award-winning Xamp that amplifies both 

audio channels individually to deliver 

pristine audio fidelity in an unaltered 

lossless model.

audioPhile-grade sPecifications 

Impressive even by audiophile standards 

as a 32-bit/384kHz DAC with an ultra-

high dynamic range of 130dB, stream 

audio with the highest level of detail and 

fidelity. Also features an ultra-low 1Ω 
output impedance.

aurora reactiVe lighting sYstem 

Programmable Aurora Reactive lighting 

system with 16.8 million colors and  

different motions and speed.

16.8 million 

reactiVe colors



comParison chart

The Sound BlasterX G6 also boasts Xamp, 

Creative’s award-winning custom-designed 

discrete headphone amp that is able to 

drive anything from performance-grade 

sensitive 16 Ω in-ear monitors all the way to 
professional gaming headsets and studio-

grade 600 Ω headphones. Additionally, the 
bi-amplifier also individually amplifies audio 

channels separately to present a better and 

more authentic audio experience to users.

sound Blasterx g6 g5

general

connectivity USB 2.0 HS/3.0 USB 2.0 HS/3.0

audio Processor SB-Axx1 SB-Axx1

outputs Headphone (Stereo), Line, Optical Headphone (Stereo), Line, Optical

inputs Micro USB, Optical, Line, Mic Micro USB, Optical, Line, Mic

snr for Playback 130dB (DAC) 120dB (DAC)

maximum Playback Quality 32-bit/384kHz 24-bit/192kHz

headphone amp  
output impedance

1 Ω 2.2 Ω

headphones supported 16 - 600 Ω 16 - 600 Ω

added features

Custom-built Xamp Discrete  
Headphone Amplifier / Playback of DSD64 

and DSD128 format over PCM (DoP) / 
Virtual 5.1/7.1 surround sound /  

Dolby Digital Decoding

USB Port for Additional USB  
Devices / Hardware Accelerated  

BlasterX Acoustic Engine /  
Headphone Amplifier Gain Switch /  
3 Customizable Gaming Profiles /  

Receives 5.1 or 7.1 Audio Input

software

downloadable software Sound Blaster Connect
BlasterX Acoustic Engine Pro  

(For Windows®)

audio/Voice enhancement 
BlasterX Acoustic Engine, Scout Mode,  

Virtual 7.1 Surround
BlasterX Acoustic Engine, Scout Mode,  

Virtual 7.1 Surround, VoiceFX

included accessories Micro-USB cable, Mini TOSLINK cable Micro-USB cable, Mini TOSLINK cable

VS
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The left and right 

channels are 

amplified at once 

using the same 

amplifier IC.

tYPical headPhone amP design

xamP discrete headPhone 

amP design

Each channel is 

amplified individually 

using discrete 

components for 

improved audio 

delivery.

S
o
u
r
c
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works with eVerYthing

The sound Blasterx g6 does not discriminate. Regardless of the gaming team you are on - PC or Console - we’ve got you covered. Built for ultra-

convenience with a multitude of connecting possibilities, the external USB Gaming DAC features a wide array of connectivity options - Optical, USB 

and even Line-In - which means your gaming experience and audio quality will instantly be enhanced whether you’re on Pc, Ps4tm, xboxtm, or even 

a nintendo switchtm.

Enjoy Dolby Digital Decoding, virtual 7.1 Surround Sound,  Audiophile-grade specifications and more with the ultimate external USB Gaming DAC 

built specifically for gamers and music enthusiasts.



ultimate Pcie rgB gaming dac with discrete 

headPhone amP & rgB lighting controller

Upgrade your rig with true lossless sound. Get the ultimate audio 

performance with a 122dB 32-bit/384kHz DAC featuring premium 

audiophile components and a proprietary 600Ω discrete headphone 
amp. Enjoy immersive, rich, precise sound in games, music and movies. 

Be in unique control over every audio enhancement and lighting effect 

in your PC case.

Built-in rgB controller Powered BY 

aurora reactiVe lighting 
Power up to 4 LED strips and personalize your rig with 

customizable 16.8 million colors RGB lighting.

16.8 million 

reactiVe colors

average onboard audio (90dB)

sound Blasterx ae-5 (122dB) 32x clearer

S
o
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The left and right channels 

are amplified at once using 

the same amplifier IC.

VS

tYPical headPhone amP design

Each channel is amplified 

individually using discrete 

components for improved 

audio delivery.

S
o
u
r
c
e

xamP discrete headPhone amP design

sound Blasterx ae-5 Pure edition 
(Only available online)

winner of  
computer hardware  
& components/ 
computer accessories



122dB dnr ess saBre™ dac 
True audio fidelity with up to 32-bit/384kHz* hi-res lossless playback.

* On Windows 10

all new scout radar 

Visualize and pinpoint enemy’s position via a dedicated Scout Radar display 

on your mobile device and hear your enemies before you see them with 

Scout Mode.

xamP, custom-designed discrete headPhone amP 

Discrete components in a dual-amp design amplify each audio channel 

individually for pristine, uncompromised audio. Ultra low 1Ω output 
impedance drives 16-600Ω headphones perfectly.

industrY leading audio Processing 

Full audio customization for enhanced audio realism with immersive 

7.1 surround sound, accurate cues, bass boost and clearer vocals with 

BlasterX Acoustic Engine.

general

interface PCIe

outputs
Headphones/Headset, 

5.1 Speakers, TOSLINK Optical Out

inputs Line/Mic In

dynamic range (dnr) 122dB (DAC)

max. sampling rate
Playback: 32-bit/384kHz

Recording: 24-bit/96kHz

headphone amp

Discrete components, Dual-amp design,

Low 1Ω output impedance  
(16-600Ω headphones)

added features 
* Requires 4-pin molex  
   peripheral connector  
   from PC power supply

Programmable Aurora  

Reactive lighting*, RGB header 

(supports 5V LED strips), 

Front panel HD audio header

included accessories
Standard Edition: 1x LED strip

Pure Edition: 4x LED strips

aPPlications

software
(for windows®)

Sound Blaster Connect

mobile app 
(for ios® & androidtm)

Scout Radar

audio/Voice  
enhancement

BlasterX Acoustic Engine,  
Scout 2.0, Voice Morph,  

CrystalVoice, Fully Customizable 
Audio Profiles, Speaker Calibration

asio 2.0 support Yes



customiZaBle 24-Bit hi-res gaming  

under monitor audio sYstem

KaTanA

Designed to handle the most demanding games, movies, 

and music with ease, the compact yet powerful Sound 

BlasterX Katana is a state-of-the-art under-monitor audio 

solution that fits perfectly beneath wide screens and fills 

the room with impressive sound. 

•  Tri-amplified 5-driver design with 150W peak power

•  2 up-firing midbass drivers, 2 high-excursion tweeters 
and 1 long-throw subwoofer individually driven by DSPs 

for ultra-precise audio reproduction

•  Customizable BlasterX Acoustic Engine audio 
enhancements adds realism

•  Programmable Aurora Reactive lighting system  
with 16.8 million colors

•  Sleek aluminium-reinforced chassis

“the creative sound Blasterx katana is as 

much of a deadly weapon as its namesake. it 

may be compact and slim, but it gives a stellar 

performance that’s sure to put a smile on anyone 

who cares about high-end audio performance in 

their favourite movies, music, games and more!”

-- editor’s choice award, eteknix

16.8 million 

reactiVe colors

BEST SPEAKERS

Creative Sound
BlasterX Katana

2018

EUROPEAN
HARDWARE

AWARDS



Optical Aux-in

immersiVe audio for games, moVies & music from Pc or tV

With integrated sound 

card/DAC for customizable 

enhancements

Most powerful 

in its class

Adds audio 

realism

True-to-life 5.1 

surround sound with 

clear dialog Versatile connectivity



120W
PEAK

USB
AUDIO

KRATOS S5

Sound BlasterX Kratos S5 delivers a pure gaming experience. From the 

finest details, like the high-resolution 24-bit/96kHz USB audio, custom-tuned 

drivers and quality wooden acoustic chambers, to the fully customizable audio 

enhancements with 7.1 surround sound and programmable Aurora Reactive 

Lighting System, every aspect is engineered to give you an immersive and 

enhanced acoustic experience for superb games, movies and music on your 

gaming rig or console.

customiZaBle 2.1 usB audio gaming 

sPeakers with rgB lighting

• 24-bit/96kHz high-fidelity USB audio

• 4” satellites plus 6.5” subwoofer for full-bodied midrange, 
clear highs and deep dynamic bass

• Wooden enclosures for fuller, warmer, more 

natural sound 

• Fully customizable BlasterX Acoustic Engine audio 
enhancements

• Programmable LED lighting with 16.8 million colors

• Easy-access audio control pod for volume control 
and mic connection

• Future-proof with upgradable firmware

“for its class, this is hands down the best speaker 

system i have ever encountered.”

-- a+, the game scouts

16.8 million 

reactiVe colors



92W
PEAK

KRATOS S3

• Powerful 2.75” satellites and 5.25” subwoofer

• Wooden enclosures for fuller, warmer, more natural sound 

• 92W peak power for that extra “oomph” in games, movies 

and music

• Easy-access volume control and headphone jack on right satellite

• Professionally tuned audio profiles on BlasterX Acoustic Engine

analog 2.1 gaming sPeakers

“it delivered so much more than i anticipated, and 

i’m left seriously impressed.”

- Performance award, techicize

sound Blasterx kratos s5 kratos s3

general

speaker design 2.1 USB speaker system 2.1 Analog speaker system

subwoofer design Ported Ported

drivers 4” satellite, 6.5” subwoofer 2.75” satellite, 5.25” subwoofer

Power output
60W RMS

Satellites: 12W x 2
Subwoofer: 36W

46W RMS
Satellites: 11W x 2
Subwoofer: 24W

frequency response 55Hz - 20kHz 60Hz - 20kHz

connectivity
USB Audio, Stereo RCA In, Line In, 

Microphone In, Headset Out
Line In, 

Headphone Out

dimensions (h x w x d)
Satellite: 200 x 120 x 120mm

Subwoofer: 307 x 220 x 260mm
Satellite: 160 x 96 x 100mm

Subwoofer: 247 x 178 x 218mm

weight
Satellite: 0.8kg x 2
Subwoofer: 3.2kg

Satellite (R): 0.6kg
Satellite (L): 0.5kg
Subwoofer: 2.4kg

added features
Programmable Aurora 

Reactive Lighting System, 
Wired audio control pod

Volume control & headphone 
jack on right satellite

Power saver mode On/Off Always On

auto Power up On On

aPPlications

software (for windows®) Sound Blaster Connect BlasterX Acoustic Engine Lite

audio/Voice enhancement

BlasterX Acoustic Engine, 
Scout Mode, Voice Morph, 

CrystalVoice, Fully Customizable 
Audio Profiles

Professionally Tuned 
Preset Profiles



Powerful usB gaming headset  

with realistic 7.1 surround sound

Experience the perfect balance between powerful 

performance and pleasant comfort with the Sound 

BlasterX H6. The stereophonic headset presents 

users on an immersive gaming solution right 

at their fingertips with its built-in multifunction 

controls, professionally-tuned EQ presets, Ambient 

Monitoring and more.

Under the hood, the headset packs performance 
with 50mm Neodymium drivers, 32Ω impedance 
and frequency response of 20Hz – 20 kHz. Put on 

the Sound BlasterX H6 and step into an immersive 

world as the virtual experience unfolds before your 

eyes and ears.

16.8 million 

reactiVe colors



3 ProfessionallY-tuned hardware eQ Profiles  

work eVen without software 

Professionally-tuned Gaming, Movies & Music EQ audio profiles for 

enhanced audio experience during gaming or entertainment sessions. 

customiZaBle aurora rgB lighting 
Integrated Aurora Reactive lighting system with up to 16 million colors 

accompanied by varying motions and speed augmented for built-in RGB rings. 

on-ear Volume, mic & multifunction controls 

Added tactical advantage during competitive gaming sessions with easy 

access to built-in on-ear Volume, Mic & Multifunction controls.

detachaBle noise-reducing clearcomms mic 
Achieve crystal clear voice transmission with noise-cancelling feature 

on H6’s detachable large capsule microphone. 

amBient monitoring lets You hear the outside world  

when actiVated 

Switch between ambient sounds and choice of audio entertainment with 

built-in Ambient Monitoring Microphone used to track surroundings without 

removing headset.

BreathaBle & rePlaceaBle high densitY memorY foam 

faBric mesh earPads with oPtimal headset clamPing force   

Optimal clamping force of less than 600 grams to achieve a perfect 

balance between comfort and good seal. Also features replaceable 

high density memory foam cushions for durability and extended use.



hd 7.1 surround sound gaming headset 

with dual signature

Made for cyber athletes, the Sound BlasterX H7 combines 

comfort, durability and Sound Blaster’s class-leading audio 

algorithm technologies. The premium tournament-grade 

circumaural headset delivers astounding high-definition lossless 

digital audio with incomparable audio customization including 

7.1 surround sound for immersive gaming.

dual sound signature

usB: x-Plus sound signature 

Programmable hardware sound signature that can emphasize 

essential game cues and decrease distractions during tournaments 

without requiring on-site software installations

analog: dYnamic sound signature 

Punchy high, mid and low frequencies without over-emphasis on any 

particular frequency domain for a solid natural sound with enhanced 

clarity and precision

“creative’s sound Blasterx h7 tournament edition is 

one of the best gaming headsets you can buy. the h7 

tournament delivers better 7.1 surround sound, making 

for a solid headphone in its price range.”

-- 8.0, digital trends



Noise reduction 
microphone

Volume and microphone controls. 

Also picks up calls

Stainless steel 

headband

Backlit earcups

Angled 50mm 

FullSpectrum drivers

Heavy-duty TPE cables

Replaceable 

comfortable 

leatherette earcup 

cushions

Red fabric earcup 

lining with visible L 

and R markings



“one of the best headsets we have used in recent times. 

Quality audio experience, good platform support and 

impressive build quality.”

-- gold award, hardwareheaven

•  Reinforced steel and aluminium architecture 

•  Memory foam and leatherette ear cushions

•  Angled 50mm FullSpectrum drivers

•  Detachable noise reduction mic

•  Dynamic Sound Signature: Punchy highs, 
mids and lows for a balanced and natural 

sound with enhanced clarity and precision

Professional analog gaming headset

The Sound BlasterX H5, built with the comfort of gamers in mind, features a 

simplified design with a piece of highly flexible and durable steel headband that bends 

all the way around the head for a precise, comfortable fit – perfect even for those 

with eyewear. Earcups lined with plush leatherette memory foam ensure maximum 

comfort and a perfect seal for better aural experience even with prolonged use.



Sound BlasterX H3 is specifically designed for portability 

and comfort. A foldable analog gaming headset that’s 

robust, light and comfortable. Fold up and take this 

headset along wherever your gaming habits take you.

• Durable foldable architecture

• Lightweight and comfortable

• 40mm FullSpectrum drivers

• Detachable noise reduction mic

• Warm Sound Signature: Feel the 

rumble of deep low bass in your games

PortaBle analog gaming headset

“the creative sound Blasterx h3 is a very well made gaming 

headset, creative have done a fantastic job developing and 

engineering a master piece of a headset with high quality audio”

-- the tech insider



sound Blasterx h7 h6 h5 h3

general

connectivity
3.5mm 4-Pole Analog 

Cable, USB Cable
3.5mm 4-Pole Analog 

Cable, USB Cable
3.5mm 4-Pole 
Analog Cable

3.5mm 4-Pole  
Analog Cable

analog/usB audio Yes/Yes Yes/Yes Yes/- Yes/-

sound signature
USB Mode - X-Plus

Analog Mode - Dynamic 
Dynamic Dynamic Warm

included accessories
USB Cable, 3.5mm 4-Pole 

Analog Cable

 2m USB Cable,  
1.5m, 3.5mm 4-Pole 

Analog Cable
 Y-Splitter Y-Splitter

added features
Inline Remote Control 
(Call, Playback, Mic)

Built-in Remote Control  
(Volume Control, 

EQ, Mic Mute)

Inline Remote Control 
(Call, Playback, Mic)

Inline Remote Control 
(Volume, Mic)

headset

audio drivers
50mm Neodymium 

Magnet
50mm Neodymium 

Magnet
50mm Neodymium 

Magnet
40mm Neodymium 

Magnet

frequency response 20Hz-20kHz 20Hz-20kHz 20Hz-20kHz 20Hz-20kHz

impedance 32 ohms 32 ohms 32 ohms 32 ohms

sensitivity 118dB @ 1kHz 114dB @ 1kHz 118dB @ 1kHz 118dB @ 1kHz 

microPhone 

type
Detachable, Unidirectional 

Noise Reduction 
Condenser

Improved Detachable 
Undirectional Noise 

Reduction ClearComms 
Condenser Microphone

Detachable, Unidirectional 
Noise Reduction 

Condenser

Detachable, Unidirectional 
Noise Reduction 

Condenser

frequency response 100Hz-15kHz 50Hz-15kHz 100Hz-15kHz 100Hz-15kHz

impedance < 2.2 kohms < 2.2 kohms < 2.2 kohms < 2.2 kohms 

sensitivity -40dB -42dB @ 1kHz -40dB -40dB

software

downloadable software 
(for windows®)

BlasterX Acoustic 
Engine Pro/ 

X-Plus Configurator 
Sound Blaster Connect

BlasterX Acoustic 
Engine Lite

BlasterX Acoustic 
Engine Lite

audio/Voice 
enhancement 

BlasterX Acoustic Engine, 
Scout Mode, Virtual 7.1 

Surround, VoiceFX, 
Fully Customizable 

Audio Profiles

BlasterX Acoustic Engine, 
Scout Mode, Virtual 7.1 

Surround, Clarity, 
Fully Customizable 

Audio Profiles

Professionally Tuned 
Preset Profiles

Professionally Tuned 
Preset Profiles

Each headset is pre-tuned with a specific 

hardware sound signature. This enables 

you to experience audio in different ‘flavors’ 

without affecting accuracy and detail. 

choose what works for you.



Augment your gaming & entertainment audio experience with the full, customizable 

softwares available for your PC. Further enhance your audio with immersive surround 

sound, bass boost and added clarity. The engineered software provides no-holds-

barred access and enables you to control audio the way you want it.



16.8 million 

reactiVe colors

Precision gaming mouse

1000 hz 
Polling rate*

12000 
natiVe dPi*

* FULLy CUSTOMIzABLE TO MEMORy

low 
lift-off 

distance*

Zero 
Prediction

Zero 
acceleration

Crafted from the ground up utilizing years of research and surveying the 

habits of pro and everyday gamers worldwide, the Sound BlasterX Siege MO4 

is a combination and improvement of some of the best ideas found across 

various types of gaming mice. From the aesthetics and ergonomics, down 

to the intricate technical details...we’Ve engineered a world-class 

gaming mouse to riVal all others.

“gaming mice need to be precise, 

responsive, and reliable, and the sound 

Blasterx siege m04 is all of these 

things with the added bonus that it 

appears to be floating on a rainbow.” 

– gold award, Vortez



Blasterx alphapad special edition

A high density woven surface provides a smooth 

consistent gaming surface for pinpoint accuracy even 

with fast hand movements, and prevents dust and 

dirt build up. Every AlphaPad is woven to perfection to 

provide optimum tracking for any mouse, free from 

skips and jitters.

woVen to Perfection

Whether you are a low or high sensitivity user, play an 

RTS, MOBA, FPS or other sort of games, the AlphaPad 

excels and is the perfect companion to your mouse.

oPtimiZed for all gamers A special non-slip rubber base ensures that 

the AlphaPad stays in place even in the most 

intense moments – giving you the confidence 

and assurance to perform at your best.

sturdY ruBBer Base

stitched edges

To prevent fraying and warping, the 

AlphaPad is triple-stitched around the 

edges for increased durability. This is one 

mouse pad that is made to endure everyday 

use without falling apart at the seams.

Gaming grade PMW3360 IR LED 

sensor with 32-bit high speed MCU 
and low lift-off distance

3 level DPI cycle button for 

on-the-fly DPI switching

Ergonomic, comfortable, 

right-handed design  

optimized for palm & grip

Fingerprint resistant surface with 

silicone-based textured grip region 

Fully customizable Aurora 

Reactive Lighting System 

supporting 16.8 million colors 

with different lighting presets

7 fully programmable buttons 

with internal memory

2
7

0
m

m

350mm



16.8 million 

reactiVe colors

The Sound BlasterX Vanguard K08 is designed 
to keep you on top of your game. Crafted with 

ultra responsive and durable custom-made 

mechanical switches, the compact keyboard with 

109 customizable keys, an ergonomically designed 
body, clean matte surface and fully programmable 

ambient-reactive lighting perfectly delivers your every 

command with pinpoint precision.

70 million 
keYstrokes

45g 
actuation force 

(1.5mm traVel)

80g 
total traVel force 

(3.5mm total traVel)

douBle 
cross-Point technologY 

for fail-safe contacts

55g 
tactile force

Pres (PerceiVe-react-

execute switches)
CUSTOMIzED OMRON SWITCHES 
WITH TACTILE FEEDBACK

rgB mechanical gaming keYBoard

“... easily one of the best keyboards we’ve seen in a long 

time. great build quality, flawless design, and excellent 

performance throughout.”

-- editor’s choice award, eteknix 



109 fully programmable keys 

(104 standard + 

5 dedicated macro)

Sturdy extendable keyboard feet 

for a comfortable angle

On-board media and rotary volume 

control for easy access

26-key rollover with anti-ghosting 

technology for accurate commands 

every time

Low-profile Swift keycaps High Speed USB 2.0 

pass-through port

Individual backlit keys with 

customizable 16.8 million colors 

Aurora Reactive Lighting System

Detachable wrist rest



Sound Blaster

The Sound Blaster X7 is the ultimate upgrade for an 

audiophile experience in your music, movies and games.  

This powerful, feature-packed, ultra High resolution Audio 

device is an external USB dAC and a powerful audio 

amplifier all-in-one with cross-platform connectivity.

ULTRA HIGH-END SOUND 

BLASTER WITH 24-BIT/192kHz 

HIGH RESOLUTION 127DB USB 

DAC, BLUETOOTH & AUDIO 

AmPLIfIER

Built-in Audio Processor

get AWESoME audio with  

SB-Axx1 – a multi-core chipset

BEST Of AUDIO

HOmE AUDIO/VIDEO 

COmPONENTS & 

ACCESSORIES

COmPUTER 

HARDWARE 

& COmPONENTS
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multi-Platform Connectivity 

Burr-Brown PCM1794 127dB digital-to-analog converter 

(dAC) supports high-resolution audio playback of Hd 

audio tracks up to 24-bit/192kHz when connected to PC/

Mac, including 24-bit/176.4kHz.

Burr-Brown PCM4220 high-performance, two-channel 

123dB analog-to-digital converter (AdC) supports high 

quality, low noise analog line-in audio playback and  

audio recording of up to 24-bit/192kHz.

Texas Instruments TPA6120A2 headphone amplifier 

with low 1Ω* output impedance is capable of driving 

studio-grade headphones & sensitive in-ear monitors up 

to 600Ω with full and detailed clarity. 
*2.2Ω on the Black X7

High efficiency Class D digital amplifier delivers up to 

100W RMS power (2 x 50W @ 4Ω)* to passive bookshelf 

and tower speakers. 

*100W speaker output requires 24V 6A power adapter upgrade.

Audiophile-Grade Components

Enjoy crisp, clean dialogue and 

accurate placement  

of onscreen sounds.

Scout Mode™ lets you to hear your 

enemies from a distance, thus 

equipping you with a distinct tacti-

cal advantage in combat.

The front panel features two built-in 

beamforming microphones that pick 

up your voice and suppress ambient 

noise.

Activate SBX Pro Studio for a  

new level of audio immersion. En-

joy realistic surround sound, bass 

boost, enhanced game cues, and 

clearer dialogue.

CrystalVoice™ technologies 

deliver vocal fidelity for 

crystal-clear communication 

during multiplayer games and 

online chats.

Watch movies wirelessly with 

synchronized audio. Perfect for 

wireless audio streaming from 

smart devices.

Advanced Audio Enhancement

Made for 

WORKS 
WITH 

Wireless audio via 

Bluetooth with NFC 

one-touch pairing

Digital audio transmission via 

TOSLINK from DVD players & 

game consoles,  

or to another amplifier

Line-level RCA 

input for Hi-Fi 

components

High-Speed USB 2.0 for 

high quality, lossless audio 

directly from Android, iOS, 

PC & Mac devices

Also available in black



Sound Blaster

Minimizes acoustic resonance.  

Available in Black or Brown Wood Grain.

Wooden Enclosure

A highly efficient one-inch silk dome tweeter 

for exceptionally clear and accurate highs.

1” Silk Dome Tweeter

A custom designed woofer features a five-inch 

diaphragm, an oversized magnet structure and 

shielding for tight bass.

5” Woofer

SPeCIFICATIoNS

System Configuration 2-Way

Power Output Max 60W Per Channel

Dimensions
298 x 174 x 232 mm (Each) 

(11.7 x 6.85 x 9.14 inches)

Weight Approx 4.35kg (Each)

Drivers

Woofer: 5” (132mm) Special Combination Diaphragm 
with Oversized Magnetic Structure and Shielding

Tweeter: 1” Silk Dome Tweeter

Colors
Black Wood Grain / 

Brown Wood Grain with Metallic Grey Finish

THE PERfECT COmPANION TO 

THE SOUND BLASTER X7

Designed with the same speaker architecture as professional studio 

monitors, the E-MU XM7 is the perfect speaker companion to the 

Sound Blaster X7. Experience captivating audio and details with the 

E-MU XM7’s natural midrange, crisp treble and tight bass.

High-Performance Passive Speakers
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• Upgrade your headphone performance 

with 24bit/96kHz Hi-Res DAC that gives 

you extra power, more details, clarity 

and bass

• SBX technologies enhances your 

listening and entertainment experience

• Dual connectivity support headsets with 

single or separate Stereo/Mic jack

HI-RESOLUTION USB DAC AmP

The Sound Blaster PLAY! 3 is a USB DAC and Amp that provides an 

instant audio upgrade from motherboard audio. It works with PC  

and Mac, and houses a powerful amplifier that will drive a whole range 

of headphones, from basic mobile phone earbuds to gaming and 

studio-grade headphones. The downloadable Sound Blaster Control 

Panel Software offers tremendous audio realism and immersive audio 

effects, and also comes with optimized profiles  

for selected earphone brands.



Sound Blaster

• Enjoy full audio customization and 
enhancements on Sound Blaster Omni 

Control Panel

• Advanced audio technology delivers 5.1 discrete channels 
of vibrant surround sound

• Built-in dual microphone array with CrystalVoice Technology focuses on your 
voice and reduces background noise for clearer communication

Instantly convert your PC/Mac into a 5.1 entertainment 

system with SBX Pro Studio Technology. By simply 

using a USB connection, immerse yourself in cinematic 

audio and enhanced audio playback. Also featured is a 

dual array microphone with CrystalVoice Technology - 

perfect for crystal clear communication and even content 

creation.

HIGH qUALITy CINEmATIC 

5.1 SURROUND SOUNDSURROUND 5.1

OMNI
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USB AUDIOPHILE SOUND CARD

• Enjoy full audio customization and 

• Advanced audio technology delivers 5.1 discrete channels 

• Built-in dual microphone array with CrystalVoice Technology focuses on your 

The Sound Blaster X-Fi HD is a USB audiophile-grade sound card with 

premium connectivity for your notebook or PC.

The front panel includes a conveniently located 1/4” microphone input 

and 1/4” headphone jack with a studio quality headphone amp and 

volume control. The rear panel features optical I/O, gold-plated stereo 

RCA I/O plus an integrated phono preamp for direct recording of your 

vinyl collection from your turntable.

Digital Music
Premium HD

24bit
96kHz

USB
2.0



Sound Blaster

Includes: 
AUDIO CONTROL mODULE  
+ DBpro DAUGHTER BOARD  

+ BUILT-IN BEAmfORmING mICROPHONE 

• Sound Core3D processing with external 127dB DAC that delivers 124dB SNR

• DBpro Daughter Board offers optical output for amazing audio playback; and professional grade  
123dB analog-to-digital converters (ADCs) with RCA Aux-in and optical input for studio-grade recording quality

• External ACM (Audio Control Module) with a built-in dual microphone array and mic/headphone I/O connections

• Enhanced digital entertainment capabilities such as DTS Connect and Dolby Digital Live encoding are included

• Support for 192kHz direct pass-through to analog out, a 600 ohm headphone amplifier, gold-plated I/O connectivity

• Enjoy reduced latency as low as one millisecond with Audio Stream Input/Output (ASIO) support

STUDIo grADe AUDIo QUALITY SoUND CArD

The Sound Blaster ZxR is the flagship product of the ultra high-performance Z-Series of Sound 

Blaster® PCI-Express sound cards, elevating the standards of technology and performance for the 

future of gaming and entertainment on the PC. Sound Blaster ZxR personifies the ultimate gaming 

and entertainment performance for a sound card. 

High-quality optical and 
stereo cables included

Audio Control Module with 
beamforming microphone
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HIGH-PERFORMANCE GAMING AND ENTERTAINMENT AUDIO

The Sound Blaster Zx is part of the ultra high-performance Z-Series of 

Sound Blaster® PCI-Express sound cards, elevating the standards of 

technology and performance for the future of gaming and entertainment 

on the PC. Clad in brilliant red EMI shielding and featuring glowing LED 

lighting, it’s the bad boy of the Sound Blaster Z-Series.

• Sound Core3D processing with external 120dB DAC that deliver 116dB SNR

• External ACM (Audio Control Module) with a built-in dual microphone array 
and mic/headphone I/O connections included

• Enhanced digital entertainment capabilities such as DTS Connect and 
Dolby Digital Live encoding are included

• Support for 192kHz direct pass-through to analog out, a 600 ohm 
headphone amplifier, gold-plated I/O connectivity

• Enjoy reduced latency as low as one millisecond with Audio Stream Input/
Output (ASIO) support

Includes: 
AUDIO CONTROL mODULE 
 + BUILT-IN BEAmfORmING 

mICROPHONE 

Includes: 
EXTERNAL BEAmfORmING 

mICROPHONEAlso available



Sound Blaster

HIgH QUALITY TrUe-TO-lIFE CINEMATIC SurrOuNd SOuNd HIGH QuAlITy POdCAST ANd 7.1 SurrOuNd SOuNd

•  Enjoy full audio customization via the Sound Blaster Audigy Fx Control 
Panel

•  Stereo Direct lets you listen to your music pure and unprocessed at the 
amazing bit rate of 24-bit 192 kHz

• Immerse yourself in 5.1 cinematic surround sound with SBX Pro Studio 
technology

• Interchangeable half-height I/O bracket included 

•  Enjoy full audio customization via the Sound Blaster Audigy Fx Control 
Panel

•  Stereo Direct lets you listen to your music pure and unprocessed at 
the amazing bit rate of 24-bit 192 kHz

• Immerse yourself in 5.1 cinematic surround sound with SBX Pro Studio 
technology

• Interchangeable half-height I/O bracket included 
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PERfORmANCE GAmING HEADSET WITH 

DETACHABLE NOISE-REDUCTION mICROPHONE

Precision Tuned 40mm 

FullSpectrum Drivers

In-line remote 

with volume and 

mic controls

Comfortable Plush Velvet Padding

High-Quality flexible Boom 

Microphone

Made for the serious gamer, the SB Blaze delivers 

an amazing level of power, precision and comfort for 

its price point. Fans of its predecessor, the Creative 

Fatal1ty Gaming Headset, will welcome 

the fact that the new headset meets the same 

design and audio standards, but is now 

available in an edgier military matte black finish.



Headphoners

12hrs
Up to 12 hours of playback and talktime. 
Easily rechargeable via USB

On-ear audio controls for power, volume, 
playback and bass boost

Advanced audio enhancement when 
connected to PC/Mac via USB

Built-in noise reduction and acoustic echo 
cancellation microphone*
*Only works via Bluetooth

The Sound Blaster JAM brings high-performance music and communication with the freedom of wireless 

connection at a pocket-friendly price. A perfect companion on the move, enjoy amazing wireless audio 

reproduction and an impressive 12-hour battery life anytime, anywhere.

ULTRA-LIGHT WIRELESS HEADSET fOR 

COmfORT AND PORTABLE PLAyBACk
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Available in:

M
id

n
ight Blue

F
ie

ry
 Orange

N
e

o

n Green

Up to 11 hours of  

audio playback

Sweatproof with  

IPX4 certification

Ergonomic easy-to-wear 

sport ear tips for perfect 

non-slip fit

High definition Bluetooth 

audio for clear audio 

streaming

Lightweight design  

for active sports  

and everyday use

WIRELESS SWEATPROOf IN-EARS

Built for working out, this lightweight 

sweatproof Bluetooth in-ear headphones 

with 11-hour battery life will get you through 

any workout. Loud, durable and comfortable 

earbuds fit snugly in your ear to keep 

outside noise at bay while pumping non-

stop soundtracks  

to workout to.

15g

Inline mic with remote for 

easy access to calls and 

playback control



Headphoners

HI-RES 3-DRIVER IN-EARS

AURVANA TRIO

HEAREVERYTHING

Rediscover the nuances in your favorite 

song with the Creative Aurvana Trio and its 

triple driver hybrid design. Two balanced 

armatures deliver rich details and natural 

vocals, while a dynamic driver pumps out 

accurate bass. Enjoy exceptional audio 

performance with a detailed signature  

that doesn’t sacrifice bass response.

deliver incredible clarity 

across the spectrum. 

Dual balanced armatures 

fine-tuned for highs and 

mids, and one dynamic 

woofer dedicated for  

low frequencies.

Hybrid Triple Drivers
Balanced Armature 

Super Tweeter  

for detailed highs

Balanced Armature 

mid-Range  
for natural vocals

Bio-Cellulose 

Woofer 

for accurate bass

RECOMMENDED

       With crystal clear mids, rollicking warm 

highs and hearty, controlled bass, Creative’s 

Aurvana Trio is one of the best-sounding  

in-ear headphones we’ve ever tested. 

“ “
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Up To 98% Noise Isolation 

with AuraSeal™ design. Silicone 

dome tips in 3 sizes and a pair  

of memory foam tips ensure  

the perfect fit

Angled In-Ear Design  
offers comfort without slipping even 

after long hours of listening

Inline mic with Control  
to play/pause music or 

answer/end calls

Detachable mmCX Cable 

for easy replacement and is 

braided for durability and  

tangle resistance

Travel Case and  

Airplane Adapter 

included for wherever you go

SUPERIORCLARITY



Headphoners

Memory foam for long 
hours of comfort

Inline microphone  
with remote

Noise cancellation 
up to 87%

Flat-foldable 
earcup

40 hours of noise 
cancellation

High performance 
audio

Suitable for  
Skype for Business

Travel in quiet luxury with the Creative 
Aurvana ANC headphones. The soft 
leatherette earpads give your ears 
an extra seal of comfort and longer 
enjoyment. 

The headphone also comes with an inline 
mic and remote that puts you in control 
of your music playback and important 
business phone calls – all within your 
fingertips. You can also switch between 
calls and music without reaching for  
your mobile phone.

ACTIVE NOISE CANCELLING FOLDABLE 

HEADPHONES WITH MIC

Ultra comfortable 

with 40 hours of 

noise cancellation

40HR

40mm
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IN-EAR MICRO STUDIO SPEAKERS  

FOR MUSIC AND VOICE CALLS

• Dual Balanced Armature Tweeters & Woofers design  
for clear and precise sound reproduction

• AuraSeal® 98% noise isolation significantly blocks out 
ambient noise

• High-purity braided fabric cable cuts out contact noises 
and inline mic with 1-button remote / volume slider  
for music and voice control

PRECISION EARPHONES  

FOR MUSIC AND VOICE CALLS

• Excellent audio performance, unmatched silence  
and comfort, plus bold styling

• Precise Balanced Armature driver with an acoustic 
grille design

• High-purity cabling with inline mic and 1-button 
remote / volume slider for music and voice control

INLINE
   MIC

NOISE

ISOLATION95%INLINE
   MIC

NOISE

ISOLATION98%



Headphoners

B I O - C E L LU LO S E

Drivers 

• Accurate 40mm Neodymium drivers with 
composite Bio-Cellulose diaphragms

• Soft protein leatherette earpads provide 
comfort and an excellent seal against 
external noise

• Detachable audio cable sports volume 
controls and an inline microphone for calls

• Flat-fold design for easy storage

Live! 2

Improving on the award-winning AURVANA Live! 

headphoness, the AURVANA Live!2 is designed 

to deliver true-to-life acoustic performance with 

tight bass tones. It also takes calls. Premium 

protein leatherette earpads round up the premium 

executive experience. 

WORKS 
WITH 

ULTRA DEfINITION HEADPHONES
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Live!

Bring out the vibrancy in all your music playback 

with the Creative Aurvana Live! headphones. 

Lightweight and ergonomically designed, the 

Aurvana Live! is perfect for listening to music on 

the move or for your home entertainment use. 

Constructed with revolutionary driver technology 

and in-depth acoustic tuning, it delivers a natural 

and faithful audio presentation akin to a live 

performance. Sharp transients and dynamic 

passages are handled with effortless finesse.

OVER-THE-EAR HEADSET WITH HIGH-

DEfINITION AUDIO

High performance drivers 

Enjoy clear and detailed highs, 

coupled with remarkable deep 

and rich bass tones from the 

powerful Neodymium magnet 

driver with ultra-thin bio-cellulose 

diaphragm.

Convenient to carry 

The included microfiber 

travel pouch allows you 

to carry your headphones 

around easily while doubling 

up conveniently as a earcup 

polisher.



Bluetooth Speak
ers

COmPACT mULTImEDIA UNDER-

mONITOR SOUNDBAR

Accentuating a rich and immersive audio experience, indulge your sense with full and clear 

audio with Creative Stage Air. The under-monitor soundbar is the perfect addition to a PC setup 

with its compact 16” form factor and expansive sound stage.

At its core, the Stage Air is fitted with two custom-tuned full-range drivers with an oversized 

passive bass radiator for impressive audio and enhanced low frequency response.

AUX
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simplified speaker connection that is conveniently powered by USB, which can also be be 

connected to a monitor via USB for power, minimizes clutter on your desktop and allows for more 

valuable desk space while delivering great audio.

The Creative Stage Air doubles up 

as a standalone music player. Using 

a mass storage device, simply plug 

and play your songs via the USB port 

without connecting to another music 

device player. 

The under-monitor soundbar introduces 

Bluetooth 4.2 Technology, an AUX-in port as 

well as a USB MP3 Player for added flexibility 

when streaming your favorite music. What’s 

more, the Stage Air also houses a 2200mAh 

lithium-ion battery so you may enjoy up to 6 

hours* of playtime when disconnected from a 

USB power source.

*Based on moderate volume level. Actual battery life will vary 

with use, settings, songs and environmental conditions.



Bluetooth Speak
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HIGH-PERfORmANCE 

UNDER-mONITOR SOUNDBAR

Creative Stage is the perfect home audio 

system to boost audio performance with 

minimum fuss. Coupled with flexible 

connectivity options and powerful drivers, 

revel in Stage’s true potential across all 

platforms - from PC, TV to consoles. The 

21” under-monitor soundbar is also well-

equipped with a side-firing subwoofer to 

bring you richer audio with amazing bass 

for an awe-inspiring experience. 

160W
PEAK

USB
MP3 PLAYER

TV
ARC AUXOPTICAL
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A perfect fit even under ultrawide monitor, 

the sleek design of Creative Stage 

beautifully matches and naturally blends 

into any room setting. It is also powered 

by a single built-in power plug while giving 

you more room on your desktop and TV 

console.

Access pre-set EQ selections for your choice of movies, music, concert and even games 

by using the remote control supplied for Creative Stage. For added convenience, the 

volume controls are conveniently located at the side of the soundbar for easy reach and 

hassle-free control.

Additionally, you may also keep the living room fuss-free by mounting the soundbar to 

the wall with a supplied kit to enjoy clutter-free surroundings. 

Powerful Mid Range Drivers 
with a Side Firing Subwoofer

Flexible 
Connectivity 

Options



Bluetooth Speak
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THE INTELLIGENT 5-DRIVER SPLASHPROOf 

PORTABLE BLUETOOTH SPEAkER WITH 

SUPERWIDE™ TECHNOLOGy

Incorporating the same award-

winning speaker DNA as the 

Classic Sound Blaster Roar and 

the Creative iRoar (with 5 powerful 

speaker drivers that includes a 

built-in subwoofer for room-filling 

audio, 2 amplifiers for balanced 

audio delivery, and built-in 

processing with mobile app 

support), the iRoar Go now comes 

with all-weather portability, smaller 

size, lighter weight, and improved 

music playback.

IPX6
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THE mAGICAL SUPERWIDE TECHNOLOGy CAN BE EXPERIENCED  

IN 4 DIffERENT PLACEmENT SCENARIOS

Experience a startlingly wide 

soundstage and stereo imaging 

beyond your imagination. 

Experience a wide stereo image with a 

distinct positional audio. For example, 

instruments in the track will magically 

appear at different parts of the soundstage 

around you. 

The resonant properties of the wall surface 

behind the speaker projects an even wider 

stereo image that can be experienced 

anywhere throughout the room.

Experience an ambient dispersion of audio 

that sounds like it comes from speakers all 

around the room instead  

of from a single speaker source. 

SuperWide Stereo Imaging  
Vertical Placement on a Table Top 

SuperWide Stereo Imaging 

with Dispersion  
Horizontal Placement on a Table Top

enhanced SuperWide Stereo Imaging 
Vertical Placement Against a Wall at Ear Level

SuperWide room-Filling  
Ambient Dispersion 

Horizontal Placement Above Ear Level

Boosts spaciousness magically  
beyond one’s imagination

The iRoar Go is our first speaker to 

incorporate Creative’s groundbreaking 

SuperWide technology that delivers a 

startling wide audio experience from a small 

device. Normally, speakers of this size play 

back content without realistic left and right 

channel imaging. But with SuperWide, iRoar 

Go’s intelligent processing ensures that your 

ears perceive left and right sources in their 

correct place with amazing accuracy!



Bluetooth Speak
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Integrated digital music 

player with lossless audio 

playback

FLAC WAV

MP3 WMA

5 drivers with built-in 

subwoofer for  

awesome bass

Versatile connectivity with 

Bluetooth, USB, MicroSD 

card and USB flash drive 

One-touch NFC 

Bluetooth pairing

Transform into a personal 

PA system for presentation 

and singing

Intelligent App for audio 

personalization and 

music controls

Save your personalized 

equalizer settings and audio 

signature into the iRoar Go

12 hours of audio playback 

& charges your phone  

or tablet

2 amplifiers for room-filling, 

balanced audio
A

A

H

H

LOW

L

R

2.1

Hands-free speak-

erphone 

teleconferencing

ROAR Audio Mode: 

Instant No-Holds-

Barred Audio

Record your voice 

and music

AmAzING fEATURES

12HR
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mind-Shattering Audio
Huge room-filling sound with  

5 drivers and 2 amplifiers.  

2x the audio power of the 

classic Sound Blaster Roar.

A

A

H

H

LOW

L

R

2.1

SB-Axx1 Inside
The powerful advanced multi-core 

processor for intelligent audio 

enhancements and optimization, 

smart apps, and an expandable 

open platform!

DIGITAL 
AUDIO 

PROCESSOR

AmAzING POWERfUL COmPACT BLUETOOTH 

SPEAkER, 5 DRIVERS, WITH kICkASS SUBWOOfER

HD Bluetooth Audio 
Supports aptX® Low Latency and AAC for 

audio as good as wired connection. 

Optical-In Port 
Lossless audio streaming for enhanced 

HDTV and gaming  console experience.

fast-charge Dual Purpose Battery 
Built-in 9000mAh battery provides  

20 hours of playtime* and charges phones 

 and tablets with a high 1.5A output.
* Actual battery life may vary with usage.

Advanced Recorder 
Record everything you hear from the 

iRoar straight onto a microSD card.

Integrated mP3/AAC/WAV Player 
Enjoy endless hours of music directly from 

a microSD card.

Wireless Personal PA System 
Pair with an optional iRoar Mic and use it 

as a wireless personal PA system.

Intelligent Touch Controls 
Adaptive, context-sensitive,  

touch controls with hot glow LED.

multipoint Bluetooth  

with Easy-Aim NfC 
Easier, faster, more convenient  

one-touch NFC Bluetooth pairing with 

playback from 2 Bluetooth devices at will.
future-Proof Expansion Port 
Ready for future upgrades including 

the optional iRoar Rock Subwoofer for 

dedicated, powerful bass and fastcharge 

convenience.

HOmE AUDIO/VIDEO 

COmPONENTS & 

ACCESSORIES
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The iRoar speaker can also 

be docked onto an iroar 

rock, for enhanced bass 

performance and surround.

Complete the iRoar ecosystem with these optional items. Create, 

and then continue to build your very own custom sound system. 

Add new hardware as your needs and wants evolve. Endless pos-

sibilities start with the iRoar!

iRoar Intelligent Ecosystem

One iRoar can be connected 

to a second iRoar for a 

MegaStereo experience with 

an even wider soundstage 

and more immersive audio.

rock
EXTERNAL SUBWOOfER DOCk

Adds even more bass and surround to 

Creative iRoar’s powerful room-filling 

audio performance!

Charges the iRoar 

when docked
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POWERfUL SPLASHPROOf BLUETOOTH SPEAkER

4 Colors Available

The MUVO 2 is available in Metallic Black, Blue, 

Red and Gray. Choose what’s right for you.

Designed with a splashproof outershell made to resist even the wildest pool-party, Creative MUVO 2 takes 

your music further than ever before through all of life’s adventures. Small enough to fit into just about any 

rucksack, handbag, or business bag — enjoy your music powerfully out loud anywhere!

Share your music with your friends with an even wider sound stage! You 

can connect your MUVO 2 speakers together wirelessly for even bigger 

sound and an even wider stereo experience with the speaker’s Stereo 

Wireless Link technology.

Share your music with Wider Stereo 

10HRIP66
USB

AUDIO

DEEP
BASS
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COmPACT POWERfUL SPLASHPROOf 

BLUETOOTH SPEAkER

Featuring a splashproof outershell, the 

compact Creative MUVO 2c lets you enjoy 

your music through all of life’s adventures. 

Small enough to fit into just about any bag, 

you can play your music out loud anywhere; 
in wet weather, the wildest pool party or even 

when you’re off a beaten track!

8 Colors Available

In a grip-friendly rubberized finish, the Creative MUVO 2c is 

available in Black, Blue, Red, Green, Teal, Purple, Orange & 

Pink. Choose what’s right for you.

6HRIP66
USB

AUDIO

DEEP
BASS
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Share your music with Wider Stereo 

Share your music with your friends  

with an even wider sound stage!  

You can connect your MUVO 2c speakers 

together wirelessly for an even wider expe-

rience in stereo with the speaker’s Stereo 

Wireless Link technology.

Also available:

The entry-level addition to the popular Muvo Series re-

tains the signature pro-tuned drivers and built-in passive 

radiator for astounding audio performance.
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Creative Chrono is a powerful portable Bluetooth speaker that doubles up as a radio 

and alarm clock with an oversized LED digital display. Wake up to your favorite FM 

station or music with the built-in FM tuner and MP3 player. 

8HR

Links to a second 

speaker wirelessly

IPX5

FM
RADIO

Sound Blaster Connect App: 

Switch audio sources, browse 

microSD card songs, set alarm 

and radio presets easily from 

your iOS or Android device. 
fm  

ANTENNA

fULL-RANGE 

DRIVER

POWERfUL BLUETOOTH SPEAkER & fm RADIO ALARm CLOCk
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POWERfUL PORTABLE BLUETOOTH LIGHT SHOW SPEAkER

The Creative Halo delivers powerful best-in-class audio performance and 

comes with a hidden surprise: its front panel pulsates with an optional multi-

colored light show. Choose from 12 halo effect patterns by pushing a button 

or through a mobile app.

Under the hood, the Creative Halo is designed with 2 full-range drivers 

mounted into a large reflex chamber, and together with a passive woofer 

delivers surprisingly big sound with enhanced bass.

Connect to smartphones 

and tablets wirelessly 

and use Halo on-the-go

Hidden passive woofer for 

loud impressive bass

DEEP
BASS

8 hours of continuous 

playback on a single charge

8HR

RGB light show capable 

of 16.8 million colors

16.8
MILLION

COLORS

Creative Xpectra:  

Use iOS and Android smart app 

to set how speaker light show 

dances to your music

XPECTRA
APP
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Access any media and information on the Internet just by 
speaking to Alexa. Nova also works with compatible smart 
home devices – simply ask Alexa to turn on the fan, dim the 
lights, or increase the temperature using your voice.

Alexa-Enabled Smart Speaker

PORTABLE WIFI MULTI-ROOM SMART SPEAKER

Nova is the world’s first device to integrate  
a light and sound spa, a 5-driver bi-amplified 
WiFi multi-room speaker, and Amazon Alexa™ 
voice assistant in a portable elegant design.  
It’s the gateway to a world of sensory 
inspiration for wellbeing.

NOVA
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IP55

Splashproof  
and dustproof

8 hours battery life

Upward 
illuminating LED

Dual bass radiators 
pumps powerful 

extended lower bass 
frequencies

Broadcast music to 
multiple speakers 
simultaneously

Sound BlasterInterconnect App

Dual far field drivers 
project audio further than 

most speakers

Built-in subwoofer pumps 
powerful bass

Connect to smartphones 
& tablets wirelessly

Play music on one Nova or synchronize multiple 
Nova speakers wirelessly via WiFi. Stream music 
directly online without connecting your phone, 
so the music goes on even when there’s a call.

Wireless  

Multi-Room Playback
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Science tells us that light and sound affects our 
well-being. The Creative Nova comes with a  
16.8 million color ambient lamp for an audio and 
light experience to regulate your inner rhythms 
and energy for focus or relaxation. Illuminate 
your room with brilliant 360° light show.

SOUND & LIGHT SPA

Relax, Balance, Energize.
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PORTABLE WIRELESS mULTI-ROOm SPEAkER

Creative Omni offers unparalleled flexibility both at home and outside. 

With Omni, play music on a specific unit or across multiple speakers 

wirelessly with the InterConnect app. Alternatively, Omni also 

substitutes as a portable Bluetooth® speaker to bring on-the-go.
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Creative Omni offers a great level of 

flexibility with the InterConnect app. 

Direct and stream music via WiFi to 

a specific Omni or even broadcast 

the same music across all speakers 

simultaneously at home.

Sound Blaster 

InterConnect App

WiFi interconnectivity with multiple 

speakers and home network.

8 hours of 

continuous playback

Effortlessly control music across your phone, tablet as well as speakers and enjoy uninterrupted 

access to million of songs available online with Spotify, Tidal and iHeartRadio. 

Wide stereo in 

horizontal position

360° sound in 

vertical position

Integrated MP3/

FLAC player

Splashproof so you 

can use it just about 

anywhere

Bluetooth for 

wireless playback 

on-the-go

Dual passive radiators 

that deliver powerful 

bass

Hands-free calls 

and conferences 

via Bluetooth

fREE yOUR PHONE, 

SyNC yOUR mUSIC

Play Your Music Anywhere, Any Time

DEEP
BASS

IPX4

WIDE
STEREO

8HR
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DeSkToP 2.0 SPeAkerS

Elevated wide sound stage with 45° angled drivers give 

audio a greater dimension.

Dual far-field drivers professionally tuned to project sound 

further than most regular speakers.

Built-in passive radiators pump out a surprising amount of 

full, deep bass without adding clutter to your desk.

Power/Volume control knob on the front for easy 

control at your fingertips.

USB powered for easy usage with any PC or laptop. 

3.5mm stereo cable attached for convenient  

connection to any device.

Pebble

“Creative’s new ‘Pebble‘ 2.0 desktop speakers 
not only are small enough to fit on any desk . .  
but the sound will blow you away...The ‘Pebble’ delivers 
surprisingly good sound considering their size — highs are 
clean and clear and the bass thumps along . . .  
the cute Creative Pebble will surprise you.” 

– Daily Candid News

Personifying an element of zen, the compact 

Creative Pebble offers a clean minimalist look  

that fits neatly into almost any desktop setup 

without taking up too much space.  

Featuring dual far-field drivers set  

at a 45° angle and passive radiators,  

the Pebble delivers crystal clear 

audio with bass and an elevated  

sound stage.
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Enjoy High-Quality Audio Out Loud Anywhere

Take Your Calls with the Creative Nuno

Easily Switch between Tracks & Control Volume Levels

with the high-performance speaker drivers hidden within the Creative Nuno

when the speaker is Bluetooth connected to your smartphone

with the easily accessible raised buttons built into the speaker’s 
top panel that let you recognise each button simply with touch

PORTABLE BLUETOOTH SPEAKER COMPACT PORTABLE BLUETOOTH SPEAKER

6HR 4HR
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ARCHITECTURE

CREATIVE T30 Wireless 
HIgH PerForMANCe 2.0 BLUeTooTH WIreLeSS 

SPeAker SYSTeM, WITH ADVANCeD CoMPoNeNTS

• 2-Driver Design: Dedicated silk dome tweeters 
deliver silky smooth highs while separate woven 
glass fiber cone drivers deliver natural and accurate 
full bodied midrange

• Creative BasXport Technology: Large port tube 

delivers high output bass

• Tap & Play NFC Technology allows for fuss-free usage 
with NFC-enabled stereo Bluetooth devices

• Supports high definition audio codecs such as aptX® 
for wireless Bluetooth audio that’s as good as a wired 
connection

• Features a 3.5mm line-in, and headphone port. Comes 
with an RCA to 3.5mm adapter

The BasXPort is 

acoustically engineered 

to enhance the lower 

frequency range by 

efficiently channelling 

sound waves from the 

inner chamber to the 

soundstage. This allows 

the speaker to deliver 

high output bass.

The Creative T30 Wireless is crafted 

following a 2-Driver Design methodology 

- bringing you silk dome tweeters 

dedicated solely for silky smooth highs, 

while a natural and accurate midrange is 

produced by separate Woven Glass Fiber 

Cone drivers. The speaker system also 

features Creative BasXport Technology 

and aptX audio codecs that provide high 

quality Bluetooth streaming, Tap & Play 

NFC technology, a line-in option and a 

dedicated headphone jack.
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GigaWorks T40 Series II

2.0 SPeAker SYSTeM

• Built-in BasXPort™ technology, delivering excellent full range audio with 
rich extended bass, eliminating the need for an actual subwoofer

• Silk Dome Tweeter with woven glass fiber driver produces crystal clear 
highs with full-bodied midrange for an unrivaled acoustic experience

• Glass Fiber Cone driver delivers natural and accurate lower frequency 
response - ideal for music of any genre

• Convenient front access to key functions - enjoy direct access to Bass, 
Treble & Volume controls, headphone jack as well as AUX-in port

- Extend your entertainment options with the dual RCA_to-stereo adapter 
that lets you connect the speakers to your TV, DVD Player and Gaming 
Consoles for a solid audio entertainment experience

GigaWorks T20 Series II

2.0 DeSkToP SPeAkerS

• Skip the subwoofer - its three-driver Midrange-Tweeter-Midrange (MTM) 
audiophile configuration comes with BasXPort™ technology - delivering 
excellent dynamics with rich extended bass

• Cloth Dome Tweeter offers low distortion and wide dispersion for all the 
high notes in your music

• Dual Woven Glass Fiber Cones offer the ability to withstand high 
temperature and humidity levels without affecting its damping properties

• Convenient front access to key functions - enjoy direct access to Bass, 
Treble & Volume controls, headphone jack as well as AUX-in port

• Extend your entertainment options with the dual RCA_to-stereo adapter that 
lets you connect the speakers to your TV, DVD Player and Gaming Consoles 
for a solid audio entertainment experience
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ARCHITECTURE
Inspire T12

2.0 DeSkToP SPeAkerS

• Stylishly designed with quality components and fine-
tuned to perfection for impressive audio from the two 
built-in quality drivers

• Built-in BassFlex™ technology extends the low 
frequency response and what you get is music that 
has more weight - all without a subwoofer

• High-performance full range drivers offer balanced 
and dynamic clarity, tuned to bring out the audio 
dynamics of your devices

• Built-in headphone jack and AUX-In connector 
makes it easy to plug in your headphones for private 
listening, or play music from your smartphone or any 
other analog audio device

Inspire T10

HIgH PerForMANCe 2.1 SPeAker 

SYSTeM WITH AMAzINg BASS

• Dedicated tweeter with two-way design, allowing 
you to fully appreciate performances that are rich in 
high frequencies 

• Acoustically engineered to enhance the lower 
midrange, BasXPort™ channels sound waves 
efficiently from the inner chamber to the soundstage 
without the need of a subwoofer

• Effortlessly access the user-friendly front panel to 
control your main volume and tone for an optimal 
listening experience

• Plug in your headphones for private listening, or 
use the AUX-in connector to bring the Inspire T10’s 
performance to another audio source such as your 
phone or tablet

The new Midrange-

Tweeter-Midrange (MTM) 

audiophile design delivers 

smoother performance for 

your enjoyment

BassFlexTM technology 

extends the low frequency 

to improve bass

Technology for 
Improved Bass
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Creative SBS A250

2.1 SPeAker SYSTeM

Creative SBS A60

2.0 DeSkToP SPeAkerS

• Sleek, compact build that delivers good and reliable audio, be it from 
your MP3 player, notebook or PC

• Ideal for office or home use, these sleek and compact speakers are 
especially designed to take up minimal space

• Magnetically-shielded speaker system with two 2.75” quality drivers 
prevents interference with your TV/monitor, while providing you with 
quality audio for all your entertainment needs

• Built-in bass port also helps to enhance the bass and gives your audio 
an extra boost

• The speaker system’s satellites feature Creative’s Dual Slot Enclosure 
(DSE) design, which enables them to achieve louder and deeper 
playback even when constrained to a compact housing

• The system’s Creative Image Focusing Plate (IFP) design features a 
flare surrounding the satellite driver to improve sonic directivity and 
imaging to the listening area, giving music more focus while preserving 
tonal accuracy

• The system’s largest-in-class, down-firing ported subwoofer delivers 
impressive bass for that extra oomph in your music

• ON/OFF switch integrated with volume control is conveniently located 
on the satellite for easy access
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Common 
speaker

Creative speaker 
with Image Focusing 

Plate

Conventional

Dual Slot Enclosure

Inspire T6300

HIgH PerForMANCe 5.1 SPeAker SYSTeM 

WITH IMPreSSIVe BASS AND LoUDNeSS

Inspire T3300

HIgH PerForMANCe 2.1 SPeAker 

SYSTeM WITH AMAzINg BASS

ADVANCED DESIGNED 

ARCHITECTURE

• The Inspire T6300 features Creative’s Dual Slot Enclosure 
(DSE) design, which enables the speakers to achieve 
louder and deeper playback even when constrained to a 
compact housing

• The system’s Creative Image Focusing Plate (IFP) design 
features a flare surrounding the satellite driver to improve 
sonic directivity and imaging to the listening area, giving 
music more focus while preserving tonal accuracy

• Simply adjust the bass level on your choice of audio on 
the powerful, down-firing ported subwoofer

• The power and volume control are integrated into one 
independent wired remote control for your convenience

• Comes with two front satellites and three smaller rear and 
center positional satellites for more discrete placement

• The Inspire T3300 features Creative’s Dual Slot 
Enclosure (DSE) design, which enables the speakers 
to achieve louder and deeper playback even when 
constrained to a compact housing

• The system’s Creative Image Focusing Plate (IFP) 
design features a flare surrounding the satellite driver 
to improve sonic directivity and imaging to the listening 
area, giving music more focus while preserving tonal 
accuracy

• Simply adjust the bass level on your choice of audio on 
the powerful, down-firing ported subwoofer

• The power and volume control are integrated into 
one independent wired remote control for your 
convenience
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Get alerts  
of motion  
or sound

Monitor live 
24/7

See clearly  
in the dark

Free 30-day cloud 

storage (optional 
subscription)

Easy Setup 
using our 

mobile app

Sharp, smooth 
HD video 
recording

110° wide 
angle view

Listen and  
talk with 

2-way audio

View 4 cameras 
from your smart 

device

Watch over your family, pet, home or office, 24/7, 
even when you’re not there. Creative Live! Cam IP 
SmartHD updates you live on your phone, wherever 
you are. Get activity alerts, listen or talk to your kids 
or pets and capture moments. It’s as good as being 
there at different places at the same time.

WI-FI MONITORING CAMERA

Get Alerts of Motion or Sound

Receive instant alerts on your phone and automatically 
trigger recording when motion or sound is detected.

View 4 Cameras from Your Smart Device

Get live access to up to 4 cameras at once with 
the Live! Cam iOS and Android™ app. See what’s 
happening in real time, playback your videos on the 
memory card or cloud, control the cameras, listen 
and talk through the cameras, record videos and 
take pictures too.

Motion detection, 

cloud support, 

two-way audio
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